### Burlington PD Media log

**Dispatch Log**
- From: 07/05/2016
- Thru: 07/11/2016
- 0000 - 2359
- Printed: 07/12/2016

**For Date: 07/05/2016 - Tuesday**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-14976</td>
<td>0050</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 2164] DUNKIN DONUTS - 10 WALL ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Alarm company reports two burglar alarms; Entry and Interior.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Front and rear check secure.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>False alarm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16-14989    | 0309 | Phone - ALARM | False Alarm |
| Call Taker: | RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia | | |
| Primary Id: | MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello | | |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE | | |
| Unit: | 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello | | |
| Narrative: | Alarm company reports a Zone 1 Greeter's motion alarm. | | |
| Narrative: | All exterior doors and windows appear secure. | | |

| 16-14993    | 0822 | Phone - ROAD HAZARD | Services Rendered |
| Call Taker: | AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels | | |
| Primary Id: | JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J | | |
| Location/Address: | MARK ST | | |
| Unit: | 43 Patrol James P Hanafin, J | | |
| Unit: | 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J | | |
| Narrative: | Water department called and stated there is a crane blocking the street. | | |
| Narrative: | Same was blocking roadway. A detail was ordered for that location. | | |

| 16-14995    | 0922 | Phone - ALARM | False Alarm |
| Call Taker: | AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels | | |
| Location/Address: | 9 GLEN AVE | | |
| Unit: | 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr | | |
| Narrative: | Residential alarm - back/front door motions. | | |
| Narrative: | Alarm company called back to cancel response. | | |

| 16-14996    | 0929 | Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up | No report Due |
| Call Taker: | JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly | | |
| Primary Id: | SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson | | |
| Location/Address: | [BUR 228] LEADER BANK - 50 MALL RD | | |
| Unit: | 44 Patrol Shane A Thomson | | |
| Narrative: | 911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back. | | |
| Narrative: | Checks okay. | | |

| 16-14997    | 0938 | Phone - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital |
16-14998 0954 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1951] TRADITION ENERGY - 25 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: 119 spoke with receptionist. Checks ok.

16-15000 1111 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Employee called and stated the female party from yesterday is back in the store attempting to use the computers and claim that there is an emergency on social media.

16-15001 1119 Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 12 WINNMERE AVE
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

16-15002 1122 Phone - MV Complaint  Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 177 BEDFORD ST
Vehicle: GRY 2006 MAZD 4D Reg: PC MA 893XL5
Narrative: Caller states she was involved in a road rage incident near Bedford St and Middlesex Turnpike. RP stated the male party exited the vehicle and struck her vehicle with his hand and drove away. RP was advised to contact Woburn District Court regarding a complaint if she chooses to do so.

16-15003 1249 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 604] CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL - 110 MALL RD
Vehicle: RED 2003 DODG LL DURANGO Reg: PC NH 3628517 VIN: 1D4HS38NX3F618400
Vehicle: BLK 2014 VOLV 4D 60 Reg: PC NH 152672 VIN: YV1612FH1E2295731
Narrative: MVC no injuries.
Operators exchanged information for minor crash. No injuries, no tows necessary.

16-15006 1342 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:

Party reports opposition of the protest on the common.

16-15007 1346 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Manager at Buffalo Wild Wings report multiple empty kegs were stolen sometime over the weekend; Unit dispatched.

Narrative:
Sometime between 0230-1030 hours on 7/4, 11 empty kegs ($30 deposit each) were stolen from a secured area; See officer's report.

16-15008 1408 Phone - Well Being Check Unfounded
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller states a female party was approached by an Asian female who was making concerning statements.

Narrative:
Checked the entire parking lot at #43 Middlesex Turnpike, negative contact with anyone matching description.

16-15009 1422 Initiated - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 140 BEDFORD ST @ GREENWOOD RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Caller requests extra enforcement of the crosswalk over to the park. She cites problems crossing at all hours.

Narrative:
Item added to Sharepoint.

16-15012 1438 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 1 LISA ST
Unit: 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: BRO 2012 INFI SE G37 91412 Reg: PC MA 2JF134 VIN: JN1CV6AR3CM674755
Narrative:
Verbal warning issued to operator.

16-15014 1452 Walk-In - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVI Report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: GAM072 - Lieutenant Glen A Mills
Location/Address: [BUR 1214] BURLINGTON POST OFFICE - 5 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 40 Lieutenant Glen A Mills
Narrative:
RP states he observed a male party place an envelop in to the mailbox at the post office wearing a rubber glove. Same thought it was suspicious.

16-14865  1600  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  128 OVERPASS - WINN ST
Narrative:  Pick up for Al under the route 128 overpass.

16-15026  1602  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Logged
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address:  175 FOX HILL RD
Unit:  43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:  RP states a flat bed truck in the road is a hazard.

16-15017  1614  Initiated - Disabled MV  Vehicle Towed
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  1 BEDFORD ST @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Towed:  For: Hazard By: Murrays Towing To: Murray's Towing
Narrative:  DMV.

16-15018  1619  911 - Ambulance Request  Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker:  RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 1838] GOLDFISH SWIM SCHOOL - 10 B ST
Unit:  44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:  Patient transported to hospital by BFD.

16-15019  1643  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 HOND FIT EX  Reg: PC MA 3KJ879  VIN: JHMGK5H72GX00475
Vehicle:  WHI 2011 JEEP LL COMPAS SPORT  Reg: PC MA 89GN25  VIN: 1J4NF1FBXBD207729
Narrative:  Two citations issued.

16-15021  1701  Initiated - MV STOP  Summoned
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  WHI 2006 FORD TK F350DR  Reg: CO MA R78470  VIN: 1FDWF36546EA03276
Narrative:  CRIMINAL CITATION ISSUED. LICENSED OPERATOR TOOK CONTROL OF THE VEHICLE.

Refer To Summons:  16-15021-AR
Summons:  MATERESE, GARRY J
Address:  31 PINES RD BILLERICA, MA
16-15022 1712 Phone - DISTURBANCE No report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Lahey Security requests assistance for male party in the emergency room - Disp.units to area.

Narrative:
Party was non-combative upon arrival. Same was discharged from the hospital and verbally trespasses by head of security. Same was picked up by a cab and brought to his residence.

16-15023 1723 Phone - ALARM Unfounded
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 137] GRAPHIC GROUP - 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Property Protection reports alarm sounding at 203 TP - Disp.unit to area

16-15024 1727 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Female called 911 asking for a doctor. When told that she called the police dept, she said she would walk there and hung up. Call came from inside Lahey.

16-15025 1747 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2014 TOYT SE COROLL LE Reg: PC MA 1CA814 VIN: 2T1BURHE8EC203927
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND FAIL TO NOTIFY RMV OF ADDRESS CHANGE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15026 1756 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: 112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Vehicle: GRY 2005 JEEP GRACHE Reg: PC MA 918FM7 VIN: 1J4GR48K05C674540
Narrative:
Citation Issued for no inspection sticker.

16-15027 1816 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2014 NISS HB VERSAN  Reg: PC MA 8952V6  VIN: 3N1CE2CP2EL414963
Towed: For: Hazard By: Murrays Towing To: owners own request
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE
AND FAIL TO NOTIFY RMV OF ADDRESS CHANGE. MURRAY TOW
REMOVED VEHICLE.

16-15028  1842  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: [BUR 2072] APPLE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Confirmed accidental by staff

16-15030  1854  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 85A CENTER ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
CALLING PARTY REPORTS ROAD HAZARD ON CENTER ST BY THE
ENTRANCE TO HER DRIVEWAY - DISP.UNIT TO AREA
Narrative:
Officer was able to secure the water drain cover.

16-15029  1855  Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 558] JOHNNY ROCKETS - POLE # 13 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC VA VHB8406
Narrative:
Vehicle had three number plates displayed, two were
Virginia, one was Massachusetts. Operator stated he was in
an accident earlier with his personal vehicle and took the
number plate and put it on his dashboard. Vehicle in
question was a rental car with Virginia plates. Same checks
ok.

16-15031  1910  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1071] CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK - 140 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: WHI 2013 FORD LL EXPLOR  Reg: PC MA 18BX66  VIN: 1FM5K8D84DGB36350
Narrative:
WARNING ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE.
ASSISTED OWNER WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15032  1918  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2014 TOYT UT VENZA  Reg: PC MA 1MW826  VIN: 4T3BA3BB3EU065014
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE.
ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15033  1918  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 40 WHEATLAND ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Unit: 40 Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Narrative:
Male party having chest pains. BFD notified.

16-15035 1924 Radio - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
Narrative: Duplicate entry. See traffic assignment 16-15034.

16-15036 1935 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S @ ROUTE 3 N
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Towed: For: Hazard By: Murrays Towing To: Murray's Towing

16-15037 2109 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 5 EDGEMONT AVE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit: Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Subject home, same checks ok. Requested he contact his daughter.

16-15038 2113 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Location/Address: 37 LOCUST ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: Fire Disp

Narrative: same refused treatment.

16-15041 2200 911 - DISTURBANCE Report Due
Call Taker: RAA078 - Patrol Robert A Aloisi jr
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: CMCS - 47 WASHINGTON AVE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit: Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: 911 caller stated her brother attacked her. Call then got disconnected.

Narrative: See Officer's report.

For Date: 07/06/2016 - Wednesday

16-15053 0107 Initiated - OPEN DOOR / WINDOW Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 83 MILL ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Open garage door found.
Narrative:
Appears to be an oversight. External keypad used to shut door.

16-15069 0225 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 853] RAYTHEON - 3 VAN DE GRAAFF DR
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
American Alarm reports center courtyard door alarm. No responder at this time.

Narrative:
All exterior doors and windows appear secure.

16-15073 0708 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 99 CHESTER AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: GRY 2009 TOYT SE CAMRY BASES  Reg: PC MA 236TW5 VIN: 4T1BE46K89U873216
Vehicle: BLU 2009 TOYT SE COROLL BASES  Reg: PC MA 5DZB90 VIN: 1NXBU40E19Z149129
Vehicle: GRY 2007 ACUR 4D TSX  Reg: NH GIGI57 VIN: JH4CL96807C015823
Narrative:
3 car MV crash w/PI.

Narrative:
One person transported by fire and two refused medical attention. Two vehicles removed by Murray's towing. See crash report.

16-15074 0823 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #28E
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports her 2014 Ford Escape black was damaged.

Narrative:
Owner of Ma Reg 46XG94 2014 Ford Escape drivers and passenger doors were keyed some time over the 4th of July weekend. No suspect same logged. Owner will contact her insurance company.

16-15075 0833 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD No report Due
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Assisting Recreation Department cutting center island.

16-15076 0833 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Several 911 calls reporting a multi vehicle crash with no injury.

Narrative:
Murray's notified to tow two vehicles.

Narrative:
Ma. 1LC199 struck N.H. 2597473 in rear while slowing in traffic, pushing that vehicle into N.H. 1840526. Accident the fault of operator of Ma. 1LC199.

Narrative:
Murray Tow dispatched.

16-15078 0903 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER No report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: POLE 49 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HYUN SE SONATA SELIMI Reg: PC MA 882VM2 VIN: 5NPEC4AB1CH454740
Narrative:
Mall security called and wished to speak with an officer before towing a vehicle.

Narrative:
Vehicle parked in a coned off area. Mall security to handle same.

16-15079 0955 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1787] AT&T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Operator 62 reports front motion alarm.

Narrative:
Same was accidental by employee. Checks OK.

16-15081 1055 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Fire dept transported

16-15082 1058 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: BARON PARK LN Apt. #22
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
rescue transported same to lahey with difficulity breathing

16-15083 1105 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: BLK 2013 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 616ZY4 VIN: 4T1BF1FK7DU286509
Narrative:
Speeding violation.
16-15084  1117  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ ARTHURWOODS AVE
Unit:  62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle:  WHI 2010 FORD E150CA  Reg: CO MA L62451  VIN: 1FTNE1EWA23614
Narrative:  Speeding violation.

16-15085  1125  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  48  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:  Report of a mv crash with no injury by Nordstroms.
Narrative:  Mall Security reports location is by Pole 25 between Uno's and Nordstroms.
Narrative:  Very minor accident, no P.I. Ma. 96VN98 backed into Ma. 23WC37. Owners exchange papers.

16-15086  1213  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  48  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Vehicle:  WHI 2008 CADI LL ESCALLADE  Reg: PC MA 752NM2
Narrative:  Female suspect stopped after leaving KOHL'S with unpaid merchandise. Loss prevention reports this suspect has been observed numerous times shoplifting. Seen report, suspect to be summonsed.
Narrative:  See officer's report.
Refer To Summons:  16-15086-AR
Summons:  REGAS, DIANA J
Address:  195 ALLEN RD   BILLERICA, MA
Age:  49
Charges:  SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE

16-15088  1228  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Location/Address:  ARTHURWOODS AVE
Unit:  45  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:  DPW responded and removed tree from roadway.

16-15089  1243  Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:  ROUTE 3 N
Unit:  45  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle:  BLU 2005 BUIC RAINIE  Reg: PC MA 4GT488  VIN: 5GADT13S352175061
Narrative:  Vehicle ran out of gas. Operator returned with a gas can and got the vehicle running again prior to the tow.
16-15091 1339 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 3 PARK DR
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Operator Mike reports big family room motion alarm.

16-15092 1345 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 111 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

16-15093 1346 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle:
Vehicle: BLU 2014 CHEV LLC EQUINO 1LH26 Reg: PC MA 4NJE70 VIN: 2GNALBEK9E6249307
Narrative:
Written warning issued.

16-15095 1408 Walk-In - CREDIT CARD MISUSE Report Due
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 2186] J CREW - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: DESK Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
rp reports that she is an employee of J CREW at the Mall. another employee stole her credit card and used it.

16-15097 1543 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 45 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

16-15100 1657 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: PRIOR TO EXIT 34 - ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit: Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
State Police requested assistance for a 2 car crash on highway, no injuries reported.

Narrative:
Assisted State Police with traffic. MSP to handle same.
16-15101 1702 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: SKILTON LN @ 320 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2013 MERZ SL550 Reg: PC MA 5SRE30 VIN: WDDJK7DA2DF011956
Narrative: MV stop.
Narrative: Citation issued for failure to display front plate.

16-15102 1709 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative: Caller requested an ambulance for male with dislocated shoulder. Fire dept. enroute.
Narrative: Transported by rescue.

16-15103 1713 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: SOUTHBOUND PRIOR TO THE MALL - ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: State police requested assistance on MVC.
Narrative: Officers checked the area. GOA

16-15105 1729 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJUR Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: BEFORE EXIT 33A - ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: State Police requested assistace with MVC.
Narrative: State police handled accident prior to Officers arrival, Operator of MV is waiting for a tow truck.
Narrative: SP was already on scene. All set.

16-15106 1731 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1189] PAPA GINOS - 179 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 1999 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1AF454 VIN: 2HGEJ6675XH534113
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR UNLICENSED OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE, INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION, SEATBELT VIOLATION, AND FAIL TO NOTIFY RMV OF ADDRESS CHANGE. LICENSED OPERATOR TOOK CONTROL OF VEHICLE.

16-15107 1733 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 790] 132 BEDFORD ST @ FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle: DBL 2004 HYUN 4D SONATA Reg: PC NH 3973503 VIN: KMFHWF35H54A912661
Narrative:
Caller reports DMV in the area of Bedford St and Francis Wyman Rd - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
DMV waiting for own tow truck.

Narrative:
Murray's towed the vehicle.

16-15109 1736 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Narrative:
DMV waiting for own tow truck.

16-15111 1757 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: One female placed under arrest for shoplifting approximately $380 worth of merchandise. See officer's report.

Refer To Arrest: 16-15111-AR
Arrest: HAILESELASSIE, LEMLEM
Address: 30 PARKSIDE PL Apt. #405 MALDEN, MA
Age: 38
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY +$250, WANTON

16-15113 1818 Phone - Well Being Check Report Due
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: [BUR 1849] TRADER JOE'S - 51 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: WHI 2015 HOND LL CRVSPO Reg: PC MA 947VV1 VIN: 5J6RM4H32FL032161
Narrative: Vehicle gone on arrival. Officer spoke to witnesses. See report.

16-15115 1912 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 146] BROOKSTONE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Caller requested assistance to file a report for theft past at Brookstone, 3 hours past.

See officer's report.

Caller dialed 911 in error. Callback checks ok by phone.

Det Young met with owner of vehicle. Window was damaged previously by owner.

Accidental alarm activated by employee. Checks OK.

Accidental by employee, Checks OK.

Manager at Extended Stay requests assistance for guest at room 171. Disp.unit to area

Same was an intoxicated female. Son contacted and responded to the hotel. Son stated he will stay with his mother for the evening.
16-15121 2203 Phone - Well Being Check  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 111 LOCUST ST @ MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Caller reports possible screaming coming from the locust house.

Narrative: Ofc met with party and loud screaming has ended for the evening.

16-15122 2208 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 39 GREENWOOD RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative: Caller reports the screen door is swinging open. Resident passed away and house is empty.

Narrative: All exterior doors check secure. Interior of the house looks undisturbed.

16-15124 2244 Phone - DISTURBANCE Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: BETWEEN BLD 4 & 5 - ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 48 Patrol John R Thompson
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit: Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative: Caller reports a group of people yelling in parking lot between building 4&5.

Narrative: Group of individuals left prior to our arrival.

16-15125 2316 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address: [BUR 887] SEASONS 52 - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 48 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative: Alarm, front entry exit door

Narrative: Front doors check ok. Building appears secure.

16-15126 2356 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
Unit: 40 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Vehicle: GRY 2002 HOND 4D ACCORD Reg: PC MA 6HYC20 VIN: 1HGCG66802A177395
Narrative: Report of MA 6HYC20 in the parking lot of the Memorial School with 3 occupants.

Narrative: Confiscated 94C Class D paraphernalia to be submitted for
For Date: 07/07/2016 - Thursday

16-15150  0154  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
MV stop.

Narrative:
Citation issued for fail to stop, red light.

16-15153  0207  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Report Due
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 199] SHELL - 198 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Two juveniles reporting they're having issues getting to a friend's house.

Narrative:
Female parties were unable to make contact with their friend at the Avalon Apartments. Same were transported to the police station to assist in contacting a parent or providing transportation for the evening.

Narrative:
In an unsecure room in the station officers ascertained that the female parties are reported runaways from a group home in Arlington this past evening. A staff member from the group home is en route to the station to take custody of same. Youth-Villages 18 Claremont Ave, Arlington, Ma picked up juveniles from station. Arlington PD had entered both females as missing and cancelled same.

16-15156  0258  911 - Youth Complaint  Logged
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vicinity of: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Caller reports a group of 6 female juveniles (approx. 8-10 y/o) walking on Cambridge Street from Billerica. Same was concerned about their well being. Billerica PD notified.

Narrative:
Officer located 13 year old females in Burlington near the town line. Juveniles indicated they left a sleep over. Parties check ok and were escorted to 35 Pinedale Ave, Billerica with the assistance of a Billerica officer.

16-15157  0339  911 - NOISE COMPLAINT  No report Due
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 21 CAREY AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Neighbor reports a loud party coming from the residence.

Narrative:
Spoke with resident and was advised of noise. Same complied and turned music down.

16-15161 0708 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1539] CARLI CONVENIENCE PLUS - 324 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 658WEX
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.

16-15162 0712 911 - Ambulance Request  Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  4 WILDWOOD ST
Unit:  42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Female party is requesting an ambulance. Fire dispatched.

16-15163 0718 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJUR  No report Due
Call Taker:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:  RED 1999 FORD TAURUS SE  Reg: PC MA 339CPP  VIN: 1FAFP58U6XA250086
Vehicle:  GRY 2005 HYUN ELANTR GLSGT  Reg: PC MA 125NG8  VIN: KMHDN56DX5U174177
Narrative:
Minor MVC.

16-15166 0751 Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Primary Id:  MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Location/Address:  [BUR 727] BOBBY'S BURGER PALACE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE Apt. #1015
Narrative:
Central alarm reports internal alarms at Bobby's Burgers and subject on scene without password. Mall security contacted and responding. As unit was being dispatched mall security reports new manager activated alarm. Checks ok.

16-15167 0805 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address:  7 HARVARD AVE
Unit:  44  Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

16-15168 0811 Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  38 LANTERN LN
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Resident refused transport.

16-15169 0833 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1414] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 29 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 45 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller states minor MV crash in parking lot of Lahey Hospital. No injuries reported.

Ma Reg 264HJ4 was rear ended by Ma Reg G35636 in the parking lot of 29 Mall Rd. No visible damage. no report.

16-15171 0855 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #342
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Ambulance request, BFD notified.

BFd to handle.

16-15174 0907 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: R/P states that a Patient who resides in Woburn MA is in medical crisis. #80 relayed this 911 call to Woburn PD for attention at 09:07 hrs.

16-15175 0934 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 16 CARTER RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Ambulance request, BFD advised.

16-15176 1010 Phone - Theft Past / POSSIBLE SCAM Logged
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 26 FAIRFAX ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: R/p states that her daughter has been scammed and she requests speaking with a police officer.

Resident sent money back after receiving a bogus check. Same a confidence scam. See report.

16-15178 1032 Phone - PROSTITUTION Services Rendered
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 Wheeler RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Manager of Hilton garden inn calls stating that there is a female checked into room #243- suspected of prostitution. Manager wants her removed.

Narrative:
Officer spoke with hotel manager who requested no action at this time. female is checking out of hotel today and hotel will not rebook a room for her.

16-15179        1037  Phone - Suicide  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: 13 HARRIETT AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative: Caller requests suicide hotline.

Narrative:
Party transported voluntarily to Lahey by Burlington Fire Department

16-15180        1104  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 860] L3 COMMUNICATION - 1 WALL ST
Narrative: 911 accidental call. Checks okay.

16-15181        1130  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
fire dept transported

16-15182        1131  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: GSA - 1200 DISTRICT AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: 911 hang-up.

Narrative:
checks ok

16-15184        1204  Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: 915 ARBORETUM WAY
Narrative: R/P requested assistance with her son. #80 and #132 to speak with these parties.

Narrative:
R/P requests that we speak with her son about not going to her residence. (IP) has been advised to speak with his doctor. R/P directed to WDC if she wants an ERO.
16-15183  1205  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:  59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit:  62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle:  BLU 2004 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 5FHN60 VIN: JTEEP21A840062851
Narrative:
U tun violation.

16-15187  1320  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Location/Address:  [BUR 1406] TONY C - 17 THIRD AVE
Unit:  41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle:  BLU 2014 AUDI 4D S6 QUATT Reg: PC CT 7ADWJ6 VIN: WAUF2AFC2EN068092
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 BMW CP 128I 121B Reg: PC MA 673JW1 VIN: WBAUP9C50CVL91941
Narrative:
Reports minor m/v crash
Narrative:
MA REG 673JW1 backed into CT REG 7ADWJ6. Both M/V's in marked parking spots
Narrative:
See crash report

16-15188  1320  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  45 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports a male approximately in his 40's wearing a blue top walked into the woods with a small blond girl wearing a pink dress with a white top.
Narrative:
Same path a cut through to Muller Rd. Checked woods and area, unable to locate. R.P. stated that it may have been a parent or guardian.

16-15190  1343  Walk-In - Youth Complaint Report Due
Call Taker:  GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id:  GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address:  7 MAPLE ST
Unit:  DESK Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
R/P states she has not seen her (16) year old daughter since 10:45 hrs on 07/06/2016. Missing person report completed, see officers report. YSO Cross / Det Fournier to be advised.
Narrative:
Same entered in CJIS NIC #M523376655.

16-15191  1356  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 1346] ABERCROMBIE & FITCH - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit:  41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit:  41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle:  WHI 2004 INFI CP G35 Reg: PC MA 2VD137 VIN: JNKCV54E94M822116
Narrative:
Loss prevention reports a male with an open case against him just left the store.
Narrative:
Refer To Arrest: 16-15191-A-AR

Arrest: RODRIGUEZ, ANDY
Address: 83 WEST ST Apt. #1ST LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 42
Charges: RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250
          RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250

16-15192  1411 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: [BUR 484] HARVARD VANGUARD MEDICAL ASSOC - 20 WALL ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Ambulance request
Fire Department transported same

16-15193  1428 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 3 BURLINGTON WOODS DR
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Ambulance request
patient transported to lahey by rescue

16-15195  1546 Phone - THREATS PAST / PROGRESS Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Employee reports past theft of a Louis Vuitton handbag.
Same was taken on Tuesday 7/5/15 valuing $1300.
See report.

16-15196  1609 Phone - Youth Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
Narrative: Caller reports youths throwing flaming tennis balls onto the roof of the school.
Det. Fournier to investigate.

16-15197  1613 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 35 HILLTOP DR
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative: Caller reports someone destroyed one of his plants along his driveway.
Same wanted logged that a plant along his driveway was damaged sometime overnight. RP is having no problems with anyone.
16-15199 1728 911 - 911 Abandoned/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 abandoned call, Sears Security to check store for any emergencies. They will call back if there are any issues.

16-15200 1734 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 121 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLU 2008 TOYT LL RAV4 UTI Reg: PC NH 3702063 VIN: JTMKB33V086030328
Narrative:
MV stop

16-15201 1743 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Unfounded
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 433] FRIEND LUMBER - 4 ADAMS ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports wife is broken down with a flat and no phone.

16-15204 1757 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2015 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 661ZM5 VIN: JN8AS5MV5FW261068
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15206 1813 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 238ZH5 VIN: 4T4BF1FK9ER377031
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15207 1833 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2014 MITS OUTLAN Reg: PC MA 913W29 VIN: JA4AZ3A33EZ009079
Narrative:
Citation issued.

16-15208 1836 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15209

1842 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered

Call Taker: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 1 BARON PARK LN Apt. #15
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough

RP states there have been intrusions into his apartment.

16-15211

1915 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough

RP reports an asian male described as 45-55 yoa wearing a green shirt and white shorts is taking pictures of the inside of cars and their license plates.

16-15212

1922 Phone - Theft Past Logged

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 558] JOHNNY ROCKETS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: BLU 2002 VOLK SE JETTA GL Reg: PC MA 3NV934 VIN: 3VWRK69M72M080372

Caller reports her 2 friends took her computer from her car and left.

16-15213

1935 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 55 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero

42 yo female thinks she may be having a stroke. Fire Dept. enroute.

16-15215

2015 911 - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 320 CAMBRIDGE ST @ SKILTON LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRY 2016 JEEP PATRIO SPORT Reg: PC MA 3JY559 VIN: 1C4NJRRB3GD653446
Narrative:
Caller reports she was cut off by erratic driver and the vehicle left at a high rate of speed on Skilton.

Narrative:
Checked the area with negative contact.

16-15216        2050 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:    ON RAMP - 0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:    GRY 2015 NISS LEAF 17015  Reg: PC MA 2HS726  VIN: 1N4AZ0CP3FC323202
Narrative:
MV stop.

Narrative:
Warning issued for light violation.

16-15217        2119 Initiated - MV STOP Logged
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address:    [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    40  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit:    Reg: PC MA BR88EY
Narrative:
Warning issued.

16-15218        2131 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 762] OLDE TOWNE LIQUOR STORE, INC. - 286 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    41  Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Unit:    K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit:    48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit:    44  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Report of a mother having an issue with her son. Son walked off and was located by Officers. Same was settled and subject was brought home by his uncle.

16-15220        2134 911 - Well Being Check Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    PFA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:    [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:    48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit:    K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports vehicle parked out front of store in HC spot had 1 adult and two children. Caller heard yelling and possibly a slap noise.

Narrative:
One vehicle in HP spot with single female occupant. No veh's in lot matching description.

16-15219        2140 Phone - MV Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker:    JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id:    GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address:    13 NELSON RD
Unit:    45  Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:
Resident reports her son took her vehicle without her
authority. She did not know her registration number but her vehicle is a gray Chevy Equinox.

Narrative:
Spoke with RP who stated that she did not want go forward with charges for unauthorized use of the vehicle. She was advised to go to Woburn DC. and apply for section 35 for her son's substance abuse issue and was advised of other options as well. She stated she would explore the options.

16-15221 2156 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2044] ABRAMO BROS POOL SPECIALISTS - 292 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Alarm, front glass break. Keyholder enroute, 2 minutes out driving a black truck.

Narrative:
Same checks ok. Business owner on scene upon arrival.

16-15222 2216 Phone - Well Being Check No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 1 DONALD RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 41 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Caller requested a well being check, mother was calling from the basement.

Narrative:
Situation was calm at the house. Male party in question voluntarily will be taken to McLean's Hospital by family members. No emergency present at this time.

16-15224 2345 911 - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 WHEELER RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Male party not breathing, heavily intoxicated in room 138. Fire dept enroute.

Narrative:
Officer S. Costa reports a woman approached him saying someone was following her in her motor vehicle.

For Date: 07/08/2016 - Friday
16-15225 0013 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 49 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:
Caller reports an injured deer in the front Lawn on Peach Orchard Rd across from Central Ave.

Narrative:
Deer had an open fracture to the rear leg. Put down same. Future call entered to remove from the side of the road in front of 49 Peach Orchard.
16-15226        0031 Radio - Well Being Check Report Due
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    [BUR 1082] HILTON GARDEN INN - 5 WHEELER RD
Unit:    43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle:    WHI 2012 CHEV SE MALIBU LS Reg: PC MA 384ML1 VIN: 1G1ZA5EUXCF398650
Narrative:
Officer reports a woman approached him at the Hilton Garden Inn Saying someone followed her in her motor vehicle.

16-15238        0136 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 N
Unit:    43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit:    46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle:    Reg: PC MA BR43BZ
Narrative:
Citation Issued - Taillight

16-15239        0143 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:    452 CAMBRIDGE ST @ EDSEL DR
Unit:    45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:    RED 2000 SUBA LEGACY OUT4X4  Reg: PC MA 2562LX  VIN: 4S3BH6654Y7647351
Narrative:
Citation issued for 90/18.

16-15243        0219 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id:    NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:    [BUR 263] CHUCK E CHEESE - 10 WALL ST
Unit:    45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle:    GRY 2011 MITS SE LANCER LN41B  Reg: PC MA 3BZ361  VIN: JA32U2FUXBU001265
Narrative:
Party was sleeping in his vehicle. Stated he works on Ray Ave and needs to be at work early this morning. Negative WMS, checks OK.

16-15262        0635 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:    [BUR 1023] COLLABORATIVE CONSULTING LLC - 70 BLANCHARD RD
Unit:    43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Zone 15 Entrance 4 Burglary Alarm.

16-15263        0648 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    SILVERLINK - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit:    43 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Front door alarm.
16-15227 0700 Radio - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 49 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Narrative: Officer put down an injured deer. ACO unavailable. DPW to be notified to pick up.
Narrative: DPW notified. Same to handle.

16-15266 0716 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 38 SKILTON LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Vehicle: BLU 2008 HOND SE ACCORD CP2638 Reg: PC MA 35EC29 VIN: 1HGCP26338A011488
Narrative: Citation issued for 89/9 (stop sign violation).

16-15267 0841 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative: Officer reports "One Way" and "Keep Right of Island" signs missing. DPW advised.

16-15268 0852 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 1451] MIDDLESEX COMMONS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: WHI 2015 SUBA LL FOREST FFF13 Reg: PC MA 1EL156 VIN: JF2SJADC5FH452845
Narrative: Unregistered motor vehicle. Operator to have a family member respond and will leave car parked in lot until resolved later today.

16-15269 0859 Phone - FIRE POLE Unfounded
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: EDSEL DR @ 452 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: searched the area same is unfounded by police and fire.

16-15270 0859 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: [BUR 1098] FOX HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 252 FOX HILL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Room 22 motion alarm. No responder at this time.
Narrative: checks secure

16-15271 0906 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 58 HARRIETT AVE
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: 31 year old female having pregnancy issues. FD enroute.

Narrative: Female taken to Winchester Hosp. by Burlington Fire Dept.

16-15272 0927 Radio - ESCORT FUNERAL Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: [BURL 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC - 43 WINN ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Funeral escort.
Narrative: assisted same

16-15273 1003 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1437] NUANCE - 1 WAYSIDE RD
Narrative: 911 hang up call. Checks okay on call back.

16-15275 1016 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: NEWBRIDGE AVE @ 36 LOWELL ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: 3 Verizon trucks in the roadway replacing a pole with no detail.
Narrative: Crew supervisor notified.

16-15276 1030 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: GDK132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: [BUR 1058] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 518DE1 VIN: 19XFA1F80AE035494
Narrative: ID 132 issued a citation for a red light violation to operator of MA 518DE1.

16-15277 1148 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 604] CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL - 110 MALL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Passer by reports there is a motorcycle chained to a gas line behind the building, creating a potential hazardous situation.
Narrative: located the owner employee of clover had him move to the front

16-15278 1221 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
PR reports a road rage incident. Suspect has since left the area. RP requesting to speak to an officer.

ID 132, 80 spoke with both parties involved in the incident. Both have been thoroughly advised.

Defective equipment.

Warrant of apprehension. Docket # 1653MH0094.

Defendant transported with out incident.

Reports m/v hit and run

reports mv ma/reg 656rr5 struck in mall lot sometime on 7-7-2016, checked with nordstrom security for video. no video on location involving vehicle.

Ambulance request

Patient refusal

Ambulance request

Patrol George K D'Amelio

Patrol Stephen P Papagno

Whi 2001 CHEV SE IMPALA Reg: PC MA 83CF86 VIN: 2G1WF52E619363496

Defective equipment.

Defendant transported with out incident.
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
       Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Assist party at Woburn District Court
Narrative:
Transported one female party from the station to WDC to seek a restraining order.

16-15285  1423  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 abandoned call from pay phone. Mall Security notified.
Narrative:
Mall Security to standby phone.

16-15286  1435  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1340] SONESTA - 11 OLD CONCORD RD Apt. #344
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Elderly male having an allergic reaction to medication.
Narrative:
Male patient transported to Lahey by Burlington rescue.

16-15287  1527  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Unfounded
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Lahey Security reports mv crash in the garage on the third floor.
Narrative:
rp thought vehicle beside it hit the side with door. after opening the door to see if it made contact with door open was not able to make contact

16-15288  1532  Phone - MV Complaint  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY CELEXL Reg: PC MA 268YT1 VIN: JT2BF22KXY0258323
Narrative:
Fire fighter reports MA 268YT1 cut him off while driving a patient to the hospital (with lights and sirens on). Same also refused to pull over to the right.
Narrative:
Citation issued.

16-15289  1617  Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:
Picking up female at WDC
Narrative:
Transported female party from Woburn DC to the Burlington Police station.

16-15290 1650 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: PETCO - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative: 911 hangup, no answer on callback.

16-15291 1712 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15292 1721 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2016 SUBA 4D IMPREZA Reg: NY FBE5385 VIN: JF1GJAA66GH011963
Narrative: Citation issued for speed.

16-15293 1731 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: WHI 2009 VOLK RABBIT Reg: PC MA 1WA620 VIN: WVWB71K79W125132
Narrative: Verbal warning issued operator of MA reg 1WA620 for 90/14B violation.

16-15294 1736 Radio - Missing Person Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: DJH112 - Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 42 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 48 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative: Reports missing person from store

Narrative:
Female party reports that her elderly father left the store to make a phone call and she has not seen him in about an hour. She is concerned for his well being.

Narrative:
BOLO put out to all units to respond to the area for a search. Description provided.
79 year old male was located minutes later a short distance from the store at 121 Middlesex Trpk. Same was reunited with his family and appeared to be in good health.

16-15296        1755     Initiated - MV STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    GRY 2007 SUBA LL FOREST  Reg: PC MA 5944PL  VIN: JF1SG65627H721989
Narrative:    CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15297        1817     Initiated - MV STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    BLK 2012 TOYT LL RAV4  Reg: PC MA 319RT5  VIN: 2T3BF4DV6CW193047
Narrative:    CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15298        1833     Initiated - MV STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    [BUR 1798] REDSTONE AMERICAN GRILL - 20 THIRD AVE
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    WHI 2005 CHEV UT TRAILB  Reg: PC MA 7042RY  VIN: 1GNDT13S752207547
Narrative:    CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

16-15299        1908     Initiated - MV STOP     Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    [BUR 1285] AZIMUTH COMPUTER SOLUTIONS - 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    BLK 2014 NISS UT JUKE  Reg: PC MA 1NG276  VIN: JN8AF5MV8ET357555
Narrative:    CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-15300        1913     Initiated - Disabled MV     Logged
Call Taker:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:    CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit:    42  Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:    BLU 2002 VOLV V70  Reg: PC MA 558PE3  VIN: YV1SW58D52151468
Narrative:    Owner picked up by friend, private tow in route. Vehicle is off the roadway.

16-15301        1946     Phone - ALARM     Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address:    [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:    Alarm, admin. hallway motion
Narrative:    Spoke with custodian who was on scene who set the alarm off
16-15302 1949 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 1 OAK KNOLL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Elderly male fell. Lift assist needed. Fire dept. enroute.
16-15303 2034 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 40 MALL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: RED 2005 CHEV SILVER K1500 Reg: PC MA 41DD46 VIN: 2GCEK19V751326393
Narrative:
Citation issued for red light violation.
16-15304 2049 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2013 AUDI SE S4 8K254Y Reg: PC MA 185ZF1 VIN: WAUBGAFL9DA071870
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.
16-15307 2109 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIFORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRN 2000 NISS SE MAXIMA GXEGLE Reg: PC MA 5G2574 VIN: JN1CA31D4YT735820
Narrative:
Written warning issued to operator of MA reg 5G2574 for 90/7 violations.
16-15308 2109 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 1999 HOND PASSPO Reg: PC MA 4VHH90 VIN: 4S6CM58W5X4418986
Narrative:
Citation issued.
16-15310 2140 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: BLU 2003 ACUR SE 32TL TYPES Reg: PC MA 1WNB50 VIN: 19UUA56893A032387
Narrative:
Written warning issued to owner/operator of MA reg 1WNB50 for 90/6 violation.
16-15311 2149 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Written warning issued to owner/operator of MA reg 4XV675 for 90/7 violation.

16-15313 2203 Initiated - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: EXIT 33B - ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRN 2003 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 429ZS4 VIN: JHME98643S010473
Narrative:
Checked on DMV with trailer and trailer plate MA reg C13796. Vehicle was unoccupied, locked, and was using flashing hazard lights. Not a road hazard in breakdown lane.

16-15320 2259 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 244 CAMBRIDGE ST @ OLYMPIAN WAY
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRY 2005 LEXS RX330 Reg: PC MA 874MS2 VIN: 2T2HA31UX5C010473
Narrative:
Written warning issued to owner/operator of MA reg 874MS2 for 90/7 violation.

16-15321 2310 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 101 WINN ST @ 1 BEACON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2015 HOND CRV EXL Reg: PC MA 5TSN20 VIN: 2HKRM4H74FH615991
Narrative:
Citation issued for red light violation.

16-15322 2315 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRY 2017 FORD SE FUSION P0K Reg: PC MA 2FL492 VIN: 3FA6P0K93HR115176
Narrative:
MV stop
Written warning issued to operator of MA reg 2FL492 for 90/7 violation.

16-15323 2316 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLK 2002 BMW SE 325XI Reg: PC MA 6FL564 VIN: WBAEU33462PF68287
Narrative:
MV stop.
Citation was issued.

16-15324 2326 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: CENTER ST @ 78 BIRCHCREST ST
Citation issued for equipment violation.

For Date: 07/09/2016 - Saturday

16-15325 0028 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Unfounded
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: ROUTE 128 S @ ROUTE 3 N
Unit: 42 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Caller reports a sign on Route 128 just past Route 3. Danvers MSP notified.

16-15334 0127 Phone - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit: 42 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 44 Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Caller reports erratic operator.

16-15343 0455 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative: Infrared Zone 1 Greeter Station Alarm.

16-15347 0609 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative: Interior motion burglary alarm multiple locations (work area, hanging stock, women's shoes). No responders.

16-15349 0734 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 625] NORDSTROM RACK - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative: Glass Break Alarm right side in addition to other alarms from 16-15347.

Narrative: Glass Break Alarm right side in addition to other alarms from 16-15347.

Checks ok. Building appears secure. While clearing alarm
company cancelled alarm.

16-15350 0929 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: 7 MAPLE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Assist parent with juvenile

Narrative:
This incident is an extension of case # 16-15190-OF. Youth returned home at 2:15 AM, no reported injuries. Detective Fournier is to be advised. See supplemental report.

16-15351 0931 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 2186] J CREW - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 Abandoned call. Checks ok by phone, and mall security notified to confirm.

Narrative:
Mall security reports same checks ok.

16-15353 1032 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: BRO 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY BASESE Reg: PC MA 274WDA VIN: 4T4BF3E6BR153496
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND VN ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 474PM4 VIN: 5FNRH5H63CB102760
Vehicle: RED 2009 TOYT SE COROLL BASELE Reg: PC MA 197YD2 VIN: JTDI40E599045673
Narrative:
4 Parking Citation Issued
1 HP Misuse Citation Issued

16-15356 1110 Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: 230 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Rp states a white male 6 feet tall wearing a black shirt and gray sweat pants is in a verbal altercation with another male.
RP believes the altercation is escalating.

Narrative:
132 and 80 spoke with an individual matching the description given. Involved party was having a loud conversation on the phone with his credit card company, party checked out.

16-15357 1135 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL COURT APARTMENTS - 8 KIMBALL CT
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: BLU 2014 TOYT CP SCION 6222 Reg: PC MA 892WC6 VIN: JTKJF5C7XE3073528
Narrative:
Caller reports a black male checking car doors attempting to
16-15358  1153  Walk-In - MV Hit & Run  Report Due
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 820] TD BANK - 186 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  DESK  Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle:  WHI 2014 MERZ SE C300W4  Reg: PC MA 5KLD90  VIN: WDDGF8AB2EA935717
Narrative:
RP states a MV struck her and left the scene.

16-15359  1240  Phone - Harrassment  Report Due
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address:  8 SUSAN AVE
Unit:  45  Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Both parties involved have been thoroughly advised.
Reporting party does not wish to seek criminal charges at this time.

16-15360  1244  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Location/Address:  THIRD AVE
Unit:  41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle:  WHI 2000 FORD F150  Reg: PC MA 4AH513  VIN: 1FTRX18W2YNB18986
Narrative:
F150 Lost a tire, and is causing a road hazard

16-15361  1247  Phone - Lockout  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 2240] MASSAGE ENVY - 2 WAYSIDE RD
Unit:  42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
RP locked out of there white accura

16-15363  1343  Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address:  5 CAROL AVE
Unit:  45  Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Assist one male party. RP states a former tenant will be retrieving some belongings from his home, does not want any issues.
16-15364 1413 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
LP reports 1 male shoplifter in custody. Value of approximately $425

Narrative:
Sears security recovered a gas trimmer and gas grass blower valued at $425.00 Store issued a civil demand. Sear to handle.

16-15365 1443 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 221 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
RP dialed 911 by mistake. Same checks ok by phone.

Narrative:
ck ok miss dial

16-15367 1512 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Logged
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Sears loss prevention reports a shoplifter in custody.

Narrative:
Detained party initially gave false information in regards to her identity. ID confirmed. Party to be summoned to court. See officers report.

Refer To Summons: 16-15367-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 17
Charges: SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE

16-15368 1553 Phone - ATV/ Dirtbikes/ Scooters Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 1153] RESERVOIR WATER TREATMENT - 70 WINTER ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller reports there are two teenagers on red ATVs driving at a high rate of speed along the reservoir.

Narrative:
Checked the area unable to locate.

16-15369 1622 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 5 CAROL AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 44 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Caller complains that itmes not in agreement are being removed from property.

Narrative:
Female party agreed to not remove refrigerator and other major appliances.
16-15371        1649  Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:    16 MANOR AVE
Unit:    44  Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit:    41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Caller requesting a well being check on female party. She is
texting friends that she is going to harm herself.

Narrative:
Female did not wish to harm herself, but drove to Lahey and
checked in to speak with their staff.

16-15372        1728  911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:    POLE 83 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Unit:    42  Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Unit:    43  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit:    45  Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit:    44  Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:    BLK 2007 NISS LL MURANO  Reg: PC MA 6NRX70  VIN: JN8AZ08W17W601769
Vehicle:    BLK 2005 CHEV TRAILB  Reg: PC MA 933WC1  VIN: 1GNET16S556145090
Towed:    For: Other By: Murrays Towing To: Murray's Towing
Narrative:
Child hit by car.

Narrative:
Murray's tow notified.

Narrative:
Operator and owner to be summoned for unlicenced operation,
unregistered motor vehicle, and revocation for insurance.
See report.

Narrative:
Murray's took control of the vehicle.

Refer To Summons:      16-15372-A-AR
Summons:    BENOT, STEPHANIE MICHELLE
Address:    21 ELM  WOBURN, MA
Age:    25
Charges:    UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE
OPERATING M/V AFTER REVOCATION OF REGISTRATION
IMPROPER OPERATION OF MV, ALLOW
Refer To Summons:      16-15372-AR
Summons:    ODUNTAN, DAYO
Address:    21 ELM ST Apt. #1  WOBURN, MA
Age:    33
Charges:    UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV

16-15373        1730  911 - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:    GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address:    [BUR 955] SUNGLASS HUT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    45  Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit:    45  Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:
Caller reports theft in store. Male party WM 6 ft wearing
red shirt and black jeans took $1000 in merchandise. Mall
Security is trying to find him. Theft is 15 min past.

Narrative:
See officers report.
16-15375 1741 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 hangup from suite 107. Sue is checking on her and will call us back.
Narrative:
Party called back, party in suite 107 is all set, dialed in error.

16-15376 1800 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LML131 - Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: BLK 2015 KIA SORENTO 74442 Reg: PC MA 692TV3 VIN: 5XYKUDA77FG618290
Narrative:
Caller reports $250 in merchandise taken.
Narrative:
See officer's report.

16-15377 1800 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. Spoke with an associate at the pharmacy. She stated they have been making a lot of phone calls and believes it was accidental. Checks ok by phone.

16-15378 1804 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1029] VICTORIA'S SECRET - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Employee stated 911 call was accidental. She was attempting to make a phone call out and misdialed. Checks ok by phone.

16-15379 1808 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 1000 DISTRICT AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Zone 23 motion - middle hall door.
Narrative:
Alarm company called back and said to cancel response per key holder.

16-15380 1829 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 45 CENTER ST
Father was suppose to drop off daughter to grandfather at the police station at 1730 hours. At 1830 grandfather reports that he was still waiting for his granddaughter. Grandfather states that this is a violation of court order and would like the same logged.

16-15382 2028 911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: PROUTY RD @ HIGH PINE AVE
Unit: 42 Patrol Lindsay M LaPrad
      Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 43 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND LL PILOT YF4H9E Reg: PC MA 592MZ7 VIN: 5FNYF4H9XEB042342
Vehicle: BRO 1929 MERZ SE RECON Reg: PC MA D12 VIN: MA22200
Narrative:
Multiple 911 calls regarding a MVC with unknown injuries. Air bags deployed. BFD notified.

16-15383 2045 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 1 MARGARET ST
Narrative:
Caller reports she has no water going to the house from the temp. water main on the street. Water dept. notified, they will call her and assist.

16-15384 2127 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Logged

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 34 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:
Caller reports fireworks going off.

16-15385 2143 911 - Gun Calls/Shots Fired Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: 52 HILL CIR
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Caller reports sound of gunshots in the area.

Narrative:
Spoke with reporting party. He said noise came from area behind his street. He reports that after he called he heard fireworks being set off and thought that may have been what he thought was initially gun shots. Checked neighborhood and Corporate Drive. Unable to locate anybody.
16-15386 2159 911 - MV Complaint
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 135 WINN ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2011 FORD SE TAURUS SEL Reg: PC MA 1KC440 VIN: 1FAHP2EW6BG184142
Narrative: Caller reports vehicle is parked on the island.
Vehicle is off the roadway and not a hazard.

16-15388 2240 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: BEACON VILLAGE Apt. #54
Unit: 44 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative: Caller reports a male wearing a white short sleeve polo shirt and black gloves was in the area and thought it was suspicious.
Unable to locate, all appears in order.

16-15391 2324 911 - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: GIBSON ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative: Female party stated that her alarm is going off and she does not know why.
False alarm. Homeowner was able to reset.

16-15390 2327 Phone - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 2168] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 44 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative: Receptionist reports a guest screaming at her. Same is requesting police response.
Dispute over web site reservation. All involved agreed to find another hotel without incident.
Party advised not to return to the hotel.

For Date: 07/10/2016 - Sunday
16-15403 0222 Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1117] TOWN HALL - 29 CENTER ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Unit: 43 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: BLK 2016 SUBA SW CROSST Reg: PC MA 5JR423 VIN: JF2GPADCXG8270399
Narrative: Suspicious vehicle with two occupants
16-15407  1059 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Primary Id: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: 47 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ MANNING ST
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 1AJ298
Narrative: Operator of MA- 1AJ298 issued a written warning for speeding.

16-15408  1213 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1195] DUNKIN DONUTS - 28 WINN ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Woburn PD reports mv hit and run in parking lot of Dunkin Donuts.

16-15410  1242 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Loss Prevention reports receiving approximately $200 in counterfeit money last night.

16-15412  1339 Phone - LITTERING / DUMPING Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: SKILTON LN @ FOX HILL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Caller reports that a dark colored pick up truck appears to be dumping an old washing machine on the path to the high tension lines.

16-15414  1345 Phone - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 86 FRANCIS RD
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Vehicle: RED 2007 HOND SE ACCORD SE Reg: PC MA 463SW6 VIN: 1HGCM56347A137898
Towed: For: Other / DMV By: PROTECT TOW
Narrative: Red Honda Accord disabled in the intersection.
Assisted operator of MA 463SW6 with traffic safety. Operator contacted her own tow, Pro-Tech towing removed the disabled MV.

16-15415 1349 Phone - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Caller reports a trailer is unloading cars at the Audi dealer.
Narrative:
No units available at this time.
Narrative:
Still no units available.
Narrative:
Same was GOA.

16-15416 1401 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 83 LOCUST ST
Narrative:
Caller reports a low hanging wire in the area of 83 Locust St; unit dispatched.
Narrative:
Verizon notified.

16-15418 1437 Walk-In - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDA Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Female requests to have logged her mv (NH REG 4008239) was struck sometime between 2100 hours on 7/9 while parked in front of the Cheesecake Factory. Minor damage to the front passenger side panel; unknown information on the other involved vehicle.

16-15419 1443 Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: GKD132 - Patrol George K D'Amelio
Location/Address: 127 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 45 Patrol George K D'Amelio
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports raccoon in the area.
Narrative:
Checked the area, unable to locate at this time.07/10/2016 1450

16-15420 1510 Phone - DISTURBANCE Unfounded
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle: TAN 2015 TOYT Reg: PC RI VH535 VIN: 5TDBKRFH5FS214914
Narrative:
Female party reports an argument between a male and female party outside of the Sears Merchandise Pick up.
Narrative:
Victim and suspect were GOA. Searched the area with negative results.

16-15421 1604 Other - ASSIST PUBLIC/OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: MMC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 85 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Community Parade.

16-15422 1707 911 - Well Being Check Unfounded
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 41 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative: Caller reports a male party was passed out behind the wheel of his vehicle and then drove off. Unknown plate at this time.

16-15423 1901 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1485] SHELL - 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: DESK Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 40 Sergeant David H McLean, DH
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: GRY 2000 CHEV STRUCK S10 Reg: PC MA 1VJ652 VIN: 1GCCS1441YK124840
Vehicle: BLK 2015 LEXS RX350 9424A Reg: PC MA 2238NJ VIN: 2T2BK1BA2FC268119
Narrative: MVC with injury. BFD notified.

16-15424 1931 Phone - Water Leaks Unfounded
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: MITER FIELD - MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative: Bedford reports a possible water main break near the Bedford line.

16-15427 2113 911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: BEACON VILLAGE Apt. #20
Unit: 44 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller states a male party was attempting to provide minors with alcohol. RP states that the male may be intoxicated and possibly has a weapon.

Narrative:
Checked the area and was unable to locate subject. One partially buried beer can found in area near where witness described suspect was burying something.

16-15428 2129 911 - DISTURBANCE Report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: [BUR 1341] CANDLEWOOD SUITES - 130 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 41 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Narrative:
Front desk reports she can hear an altercation occurring in room 123.

Narrative:
Transported male party to Logan Express in Woburn, MA. See officers report.

16-15429 2155 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: KOHLS - LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: BLK 2012 MERZ SE C300 C300W4 Reg: PC MA 2HV536 VIN: WDDGF8BB7CR229033
Narrative:
Operator was playing a game, advised to find a safe spot to park.

16-15431 2222 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT No report Due
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 2 LOUISE RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Caller states there is a large group of people that keep coming and going from the residence and are being loud.

Narrative:
Resident agreed to keep it quiet, group of friends were about to leave for the evening.

16-15432 2347 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Logged
Call Taker: PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location: 128 SOUTH
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Report of 3 vehicle MVC on RT 95 at exit 33 B. Unit dispatched at 1146 pm to assist State Police. Officer reports 3 MSP units on scene.

Narrative:
BFD transported one patient to Lahey Clinic. MSP on scene. Unit 130 clear.
16-15433 0035 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI No report Due

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 2143] WILWOOD PARK - 116 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2012 NISS Reg: PC MA 1TK967
Narrative:
Checking on MA Reg 1TK967.

Narrative:
Checks ok.

16-15440 0103 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: EXIT 33A - CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: DESK Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle: RED 2008 TOYT Reg: PC NH 3580849
Narrative:
Caller reports he has a flat tire and is on the off ramp of exit 33A from 95 North.

Narrative:
Units assisted party with changing tire.

16-15447 0423 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2248] GRANDVIEW COMMONS SENIOR CONDO - 59 CENTER ST Apt. #109
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Ambulance request. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported the Lahey Hospital by BFD.

16-15450 0610 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 116 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 43 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Caller reports her husband has fallen and is unsure if he is conscious at this time. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey Hospital by BFD.

16-15454 0703 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Burg alarm - outside dock 1 & 2. Mall security notified.

Narrative:
Alarm company called back to cancel response.

16-15455 0718 Phone - ALARM False Alarm

Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1814] NAVIGANT CONSULTING - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Burg alarm suite 400 - front motion.
16-15456  0736  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1093] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
Unit:  48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:  WHI 1983 INTL SERIES BOX  Reg: CO MA G14945  VIN: 2HTAA1752DCA16178
Narrative:  2 car MVC. No injuries reported.

16-15457  0828  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  352 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  BRO 2008 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 825AN9  VIN: 5FNYF18728B012981
Narrative:  marked lanes

16-15458  0839  Phone - Well Being Check  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  9 HALLMARK GDNS
Unit:  48  Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:  Caller requests well being check on an elderly woman with a dog on the back steps

16-15460  0853  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  43  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:  911 caller dialed by accident.

16-15461  0929  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 S
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  WHI 1999 FORD PK DRWSUP F550  Reg: CO MA SR114T  VIN: 1FDAF57F3XED18763
Narrative:  marked lanes

16-15462  0948  Initiated - MV STOP  Summoned
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  1 WINN ST @ WYMAN ST
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  WHI 1998 FORD UT EXPLOR  Reg: PC MA 536LN5  VIN: 1FMZU34E8WZ292882
Towed:  For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Narrative:
NEDS NOTIFIED.

Narrative:
NEDS ON LOCATION.

Narrative:
Operator summoned for suspended license, operating a m/v after registration revoked.

Refer To Summons: 16-15462-AR
Summons: MACCARONE, PETER FRANCIS
Address: 19 APACHE WAY TWEKSBURY, MA
Age: 48
Charges: LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH
REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH

16-15463 1024 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
FIRE NOTIFIED.

Narrative:
Homeless male taken to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

16-15464 1141 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 29 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WALL ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: BLU 2010 FORD LL ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 663WWF VIN: 1FMCU9EG5AKC72783
Narrative:
marked lanes

16-15465 1254 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BRO 2006 MERZ CP CLS500 Reg: PC MA 798VJ2 VIN: WDDJ75X36A016148
Narrative:
2 CAR MVC.

Narrative:
See Officer's report.

16-15467 1500 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: BLU 2015 JEEP LL CHEROK Reg: PC MA 84HR12 VIN: 1C4PJMCXFW504710
Narrative:
OFFICER REPORTS CITATION ISSUED.

16-15468 1510 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
MULTI CAR CRASH WITH INJURIES. FIRE NOTIFIED. STATE NOTIFIED.
Narrative:
Danver's SP to handle.

16-15469 1519 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1005] MICROSOFT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Employee reports elderly female appears confused.

16-15470 1532 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 324] DANI DE PARIS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Operator BA1 reports front door alarm.

16-15471 1534 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id: JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Location/Address: 14 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Narrative:
Resident rptd that his tenant is missing jewelry. Under investigation by Det. Tigges

16-15472 1559 Phone - Well Being Check Unfounded
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 409] FIDELITY INVESTMENTS - 44 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Reports customer unsteady on her feet

16-15477 1712 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: FML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address: 13 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
911 hang-up

Narrative:
Party transported to Lahey by BFD.

16-15478 1719 Walk-In - LITTERING / DUMPING No report Due
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 6 DANIEL DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Reports unknown person dumping trash in her yard
Narrative:
Same is coming from the Lord Baron Apartment complex. Property manager to be notified, and extra checks requested by patrol officers.

16-15479 1740 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 4SKK60
Vehicle: BRO 2013 HOND SE CIVIC USLX Reg: PC MA 4SKK60 VIN: 19XFB2E51DE073783
Narrative:
Warning issued for turn violation.

16-15481 1759 911 - Restraining Order Violation Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: (FLR 2) - 8 MILDRED RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Reports restraining order violation
Refer To Summons: 16-15481-AR
Summons: ROBERTO, BRIAN J
Address: 202 PARLMONT PARK Apt. #9 BILLERICA, MA
Age: 24
Charges: ABUSE PREVENTION ORDER, VIOLATE

16-15482 1759 Phone - Well Being Check Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Vehicle: BLK 2010 FORD LGTCON F150 Reg: PC MA 3KV591 VIN: 1FTEX1EV0AFA78949
Narrative:
Manager of CVS requests well being check for operator in a black dodge pickup truck - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Checked on occupant of a 2nd MV parked in the lot. Female operator taken into custody, see report.
Refer To Arrest: 16-15482-AR
Arrest: MORRIS, REBECCA A
Address: 117 SOUTH BEDFORD ST BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 32
Charges: RMV DOCUMENT, POSSESS/USE FALSE/STOLEN
RMV DOCUMENT, POSSESS/USE FALSE/STOLEN
RMV DOCUMENT, POSSESS/USE FALSE/STOLEN
NUMBER PLATE VIOLATION TO CONCEAL ID
LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH DRUG, POSSESS CLASS B
DRUG, POSSESS CLASS E

16-15483 1829 911 - Gas Leaks / Odor of Gas No report Due
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1594] HOCKEY HUT, THE - 36 RAY AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
GAS LEAK
Narrative:
Fire Department to handle same.
16-15484        1832 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    WAYSIDE RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:    BLU 2012 VOLK GOLF 5K16Z3  Reg: PC MA 794NZ5  VIN: WVVDB7AJ6CW021920
Narrative:
Citation issued for failure to stop at a red light.

16-15485        1851 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    45  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Spoke with the R/P. Same stated he last saw the vehicle approximately 5-10 minutes prior to my arrival. Conducted a search of the area with negative results.

16-15486        1908 Radio - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    36 BEAVERBROOK RD
Unit:    43  Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Unit reports a loose dog.
Narrative:
Dog returned to residence.

16-15487        1926 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:    PML126 - Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Location/Address:    57 WILMINGTON RD @ WOODHILL RD
Unit:    43  Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Vehicle:    BRO 2008 DODG VN CARAVA GRASXT  Reg: PC MA 3DV439  VIN: 2D8HN54P78R700142
Narrative:
Written warning issued to operator.

16-15488        1945 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 1109] WILDMERE PARK - 19 WILDMERE AVE
Unit:    43  Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
Reports man lying down in park
Narrative:
BFD dispatched to the scene.
Narrative:
Man transported to Lahey Clinic by Woburn Fire Department.

16-15489        2015 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker:    EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:    8 COLBURN ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative:
Party with elevated blood pressure requesting an ambulance.
BFD notified.
Narrative:
Party transported by BFD

16-15490        2022 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
16-15491 2028 Phone - Youth Complaint Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Narrative:
caller requests ambulance for male party having chest pain - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
transported by Bedford Fire

16-15492 2035 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
Unit: 45 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 67 Patrol Paul J Glejzer
Narrative:
Caller reports youths on the roof top of the school - Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
D7 spoke with several youths and advised same

16-15500 2210 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 2187] LULULEMON ATHLETIC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Passerby reported an elderly male hunched over near the entrance. Same had a beard, glasses and was wearing a hat.
Narrative:
Party checks OK. Same stated he was out for a walk all day and was just resting. 130 transported the party home at 11 Daniel Drive.
Narrative:
Party did not provide a name, but provided an address.

16-15501 2215 Walk-In - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: [BUR 1570] AVALON BURLINGTON - 1 ARBORETUM WAY
Narrative:
Reports towing Mass reg.3TA119 from apartment complex. Same was in a reserved spot. Same was a Jeep Cherokee. Unable to make notification to owner.

16-15503 2318 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 10 MOHAWK RD
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Reports suspicious m/v outside her house
Nothing suspicious, couple talking in vehicle.